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Don’t Miss the Train from
Bayfront Station, Singapore
David Chew, Senior VP, Operations

one of its prime contractors in

Felicia Tan, Principle Executive

building this nation. Sembawang,

Sembawang Engineers & Constructors

which has constructed as many as
15 stations, including associated

Singapore Beckons

tunnels and viaducts for the Mass

Attracting an incessant stream of

Rapid Transit (MRT) network and 29

tourists from around the world,

above ground stations and viaducts

Singapore continues to spring

for the Sengkang & Punggol New

surprises at tourists with its new, eye-

Towns Light Rail Transit, is now busy

catching infrastructure. Sembawang,

constructing the Bayfront Station,

an old partner in the game, continues

including two pairs of associated

its relationship with Singapore as

tunnels for Mass Rapid Transit
Downtown Line Stage 1.
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A Key Link
The project, called ‘Contract 906’
was awarded to Sembawang
in November 2007 by the Land

The completion of this project demonstrates
our capability in delivering projects,
synchronised with customer requirements

Transport Authority (LTA) of
Singapore. LTA, as it is familiarly
known, is a statutory board of
the Singaporean government,
spearheading land transport
developments. The Mass Rapid
Transit Downtown Line Stage 1
assumes great signiﬁcance as it will
serve the mega Marina Bay Sands

3
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Integrated Resort, the one-stop

on reclaimed land consists of

casino, the convention centre,

deep soft marine clay soil.

theatre and retail chain of shopping

An old sea wall of rock

paradise. It will also be connected

boulders found several meters

to the circle line when it is fully

underground, posed a challenge

operational by year 2013.

to the boring work.
Road diversions and temporary

Exploring the Depths

bridge decking at various stages

The project has seen some complex

was inevitable for the diaphragm

construction work. The station and

walling and excavation work.

the tunneling line of 650 m length

Working with huge machines

has a mega diaphragm wall structure

and equipment with space

about 1.2 m thick, embedded 70 m

constraints, and amongst other

into the ground. This depth is

contractors in the congested Marina

equivalent to the height of a 20

Bay was a constant challenge.

storeyed building. The excavation

All these obstacles only served

work at some locations requires as

as motivators to the project team

many as 7 layers of struts to reach

which met with consultants and

the base slab (equivalent to a 7

specialists, seeking their advice to

storeyed building underground).

address various issues like mitigating

The scope includes the top-

the soft soil problem with alternative

down construction of the station

methodology, machines, equipment

box and cut & cover construction

and jet grouting soil treatment.

methodology of the tunnels.

At the peak, there were nine
100 T crane mounted diaphragm

On the job

wall grabs and cutters on site,

The project team addressed the

supported with 12 x 120 T / 200

deep tunneling work by meticulous

T service cranes, six telescopic,

planning, coordination, detailing the

six long arm and 30 large to small

schedule of work and construction

excavators, moving 500,000 m3

methodology. It was critical to liaise

of earth and installing 11,000 T of

with other contractors working within

steel struts within the excavation.

the vicinity, to ensure everyone’s
safety and deliver quality work within

Safety at All Times

the given time frame. There were also

C 906 is a fast-paced critical project

several challenges at the site.

with activities at site running 24x7.

The land parcel which is
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Safety however remained
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Worker’ and ‘Appreciation Plaque’
were presented to honour the
workers and subcontractors for
their tremendous contribution
in achieving this milestone.
Leaving no stone unturned in its
commitment to safety, Sembawang

An old sea wall of
rock boulders found
several meters
underground, posed
a challenge to the
boring work

organised a mock ‘emergency
evacuation exercise’ at the tunnel

team an opportunity to spend time

area, where an ‘injured’ worker

with the Authority, consultants,

uncompromised at all points of time

was rescued from a simulated ﬁre.

subcontractors and staff.

during the rigorous construction

Sembawang collaborated with

schedule. Sembawang ensured

Singapore Civil Defence Force

Step by Step

compliance to high safety standards,

(SCDF) to conduct the exercise, with

Round the clock construction activity

clocking 2 Million Accident-Free

the participation of over 200 workers.

at site resulted in the Basic Structural

Manhours on May 25, 2009. A

The mock drill is a regular emergency

Completion for the Bayfront Station

moment of pride for the entire team!

preparedness exercise to familiarise

by end December 2009.

In celebration of the event,

all the workers with the evacuation

Bayfront Station will be one

Ric Grosvenor launched the

procedure and the do’s and don’ts

of the ﬁrst stations to open in the

Safety Campaign Week for C906,

at the time of an emergency.

Downtown Line and hence the

with several exhibits contributed

execution and coordination of all

jointly by Singapore Police Force,

Earning a Break

critical work with time management

National Environmental Authority,

Gatherings and karaoke sessions

was vital. Sembawang is committed

subcontractors and staff. Safety

at the site fostered close working

to create another exciting develop-

awards for ‘Best Conscious

relationships and provided the

ment at Marina Bay, Singapore. 
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God’s own creation
Kuber, Mahesh-I, Madhwa, Ganpati make an enviable ﬂeet
7
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Kuber
Accommodation cum pipelay barge
This mammoth vessel Kuber, is

point. As the ﬂoating drums were

waters, shallow waters, tidal

Punj Lloyd’s latest addition to its

towed across the English Channel,

ﬂats and shore approaches.

ﬂotilla of barges.

the pipe was pulled off the drum. In

Kuber, has technologically

this manner, pipeline connections

advanced, high-end equipment

and pipelay barge, designed

were made between the fuel supply

with state-of-the-art amenities.

in Singapore, constructed at a

depots in England and distribution

shipyard in Nantong, China, was

points on the European continent to

storeyed accommodation block,

christened Kuber in India, meaning

support the Allied invasion of Europe.

Kuber can house 290 personnel.

This 120 m long accommodation

With an air-conditioned four

The barge has single, double and

‘Lord of divine treasure.’ Built
under the supervision of American

Facilities on Kuber

four bed cabins besides a control

Bureau of Shipping (ABS), Kuber

With the acquisition of Kuber, its

room, conference rooms, ofﬁces,

is a non-self propelled S-type lay

fourth barge, Punj Lloyd can claim to

barge that is capable of laying 4”

have one of the most sophisticated

to 60” dia pipes in water depths

ﬂotilla of barges for the offshore EPC

of 150 m, besides maintaining

business.

and repairing existing pipelines.
Historically, the technique of

Together with its other three
barges - Mahesh I, Madhwa and

laying undersea pipelines had its

Ganpati, all named after Indian Gods,

rudimentary beginnings in England

Kuber completes Punj Lloyd’s ﬂeet of

during World War II, when 3” dia

diverse barges, ranging from

nominal bore steel tubes, electrically

lay and accommodation

ﬂash-welded together, were coiled

barge to push pull

around ﬂoating drums. One end

and work barges

of the pipe was ﬁxed to a terminal

for deep
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Built under the supervision of American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
t Place of built

Nantong (China)

t Year of built

2007 - 2009

Speciﬁcations
t Overall length

120 m (with stinger 187m)

t Breadth

31.7 m

t Depth to upper deck

9.0 m

t Minimum draught

2.5 m

t Minimum to maximum
operational draught

3.5 - 6.0 m

t Fuel oil tank capacity

1,000 m3

t Ballast tank capacity

10,000 m3

t Fresh water tank capacity

1,800 m3

t Deck loading capacity

12.5 T/m2

Kuber is capable of
laying pipelines in
the Western Offshore
Oilfields of India
including the famous
Mumbai High oilfields
of ONGC. Kuber
is the only Indian
flag pipelay vessel,
owned and operated
by Punj Lloyd

a dining area, a fully equipped

anchor continuously at sea for

kitchen, recreation facilities and a

extended periods.

gymnasium. A four bed hospital
and sick-bay are also on board.

The Deck

The barge has two Holland Marine

Kuber is outﬁtted with equipment

sewage treatment plants.

from renowned international suppliers

Kuber has international tieups with ROVs (Remote Operate
Vehicles), SAT diving systems

9

- SAS, Huisman, Volvo and W H
Brennan.
The large, free and open

providing high-end positioning and

deck allows for a loading

tracking services. Kuber can

capacity of 12.5 T/m2.
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Kuber has a
unique stinger
with inbuilt heave
compensation. The
67 m stinger is built
in three fixed and
floating segments,
hydraulically
operated through
an A frame
Kuber has a 67 m Stinger,
built in three ﬁxed and ﬂoating
segments, hydraulically operated
through an A frame.
The deck, which is the hub
of activity, has a 300 T Huisman
pedestal mounted offshore crane,
along with pipe fabrication, storage
and handling facilities. The deck
has provision for the ﬁtment
pedestal
of a 800 T ped
edes
esta
tall crane.
Kuber’s strong steel substructure
gives
gi
g
ves it unparalleled strength,
and
stability, a
nd durability at sea,
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Mooring System
with the ability to survive severe

t Mooring Winches

8 x 130 T Single Drum (ME 130THMW)

environmental conditions.

t Capacity

130 T (average)

t Wire Size

52 mm Dia, 1500 m

t Anchors

8 x 12T Flipper Delta anchors

Kuber has a helideck suitable
for S 61 N helicopters.
Advanced navigation systems
including wind speed and direction

Crane
Lifting capacity 300 T at 7.5 m operating radius

indicators, satellite communication
system, walkie talkies, radar,

Pipe Fabrication, Storage and Handling

echo sounder, PA with talk-back

Pipe storage area

system, underwater camera, DGPS,
draught sensor & indicator radio

t There are three pipe racks located on the main deck which can store up
to 60” dia pipes

systems ensure that the crew is

Pipe handling system

connected with the mainland.

t Designed and supplied by SAS

Kuber has four auto welding

t Pipe dia minimum to maximum 4”- 60” dia

stations. The welding joints can be

t Longitudinal conveyors with 7 sets of rollers

tested by automatic UT. The barge

t Transverse chain conveyors - 3 units

has power generation and auxiliary

t Line-up modules - 5 units

systems of 4,700 KW, 15 KVA UPS,
AC switchboard, distribution boards,
batteries and battery chargers.

Deck Machinery
Kuber provides a large, stable work

Coating
t CTE, CWC, PP joints with polyurethane system
Pipe laying equipment

A & R system
t Winch with vertical and horizontal sheaves A & R 120 T

platform for subsea construction.

t Model

SAS

Its ﬂexible and rigid reeled pipelay

t Maximum continuous pull

120 T

capability enable it to undertake a

t Normal speed

25 m/min

wide range of subsea activities.
Pipe Tensioner

Safety at Sea

t Tensioner with two tracks, each driven by an electric motor

Several measures have been taken

t Model

SAS

to ensure safety on board. These

t Maximum continuous pull

2 x 60 T

include rescue boats, fast boats,

t Maximum holding capacity

78 T

life jackets, life rafts, life buoys

t Maximum speed (laying & recovery)

20 m/min

with self activating smoke signals,
electrical light and whistle, ﬁre
blankets, comet parachute rockets,
ﬁremen’s outﬁts, extinguishers, ﬁre
axe and other SOLAS compliant
essential safety gear. 

Stinger System
t One stinger, A-frame, stinger winch and associated sheaves/rigging
t Total length

67 m with 5 sets of adjustable rollers

Pipeline Recovery Equipment
t An electro hydraulic driven pipe davit system composed of six davits
located on the port side of the barge
t The davit winches have a capacity of 50 T SWL each

11
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Mahesh I
Pipelay Barge
Mahesh I (erstwhile LB Shiva I)

The Deck

was built at Batam, Indonesia.

A non-self propelled S-type lay

Capable of installing 4”- 36” dia

barge, Mahesh I is 85 m long with

pipes with 4” coating, in water

a deck and a loading capacity of

depths of 4-65 m, Mahesh I

10 T/m2.

is ﬁtted with modern equipment

The four storeyed accommo-

from world renowned suppliers

dation block has single, double,

such Remacut, American Hoist,

four bed, six bed and eight bed

PH Hydraulics, Plimsoll and

cabins that can house 164 people.

Caterpillar. Like Kuber, Mahesh I

It has a control room and a

was built under the supervision

hospital, among other facilities.

of American Bureau of Shipping.

The deck has one Manitowoc

Its davit system allows for

4100 W series two Crawler

picking up and repairing existing

Cranes, four welding stations

pipelines.

and two pipe facing machines.
The welding joints can be tested
by radiography machines.
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Mahesh I has an advanced

Built under the supervision of American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)

navigation system including

t Place of built

Batam, Indonesia

Global Positioning System

t Year of built

2005 & 2007

(GPS), wind speed and direction

Speciﬁcations
t Overall length

85 m (with Stinger 127 m)

indicators, satellite communication

t Breadth

23.2 m

system, walkie talkies, radar,

t Depth to upper deck

4.3 m

echo sounder, PA with talkback

t Minimum draught

1.5 m

t Minimum to maximum

2.5 - 3.0 m

system, radio systems and CCTV
system. It also has a helideck
suitable for S 61 N helicopters.
For the safety of the crew,
Mahesh I has rescue boats, life

operational draught
t Fuel oil tank capacity

177 m3

t Ballast tank capacity

2280 m3

t Fresh water tank capacity

1860 m3

t Deck loading capacity

10 T/m2

jackets, life rafts, life buoys with
self activating smoke signals,
electrical light and whistle, ﬁre
blankets, comet parachute rockets,
comet orange smoke signals,
immersion suits, ﬁremen’s outﬁts,

We are one of the few companies to
own - subsea hammers – IHC and Dorsen
Hammers for driving conductors and
PLEM / SBM piles worth $5 million

extinguishers, ﬁre axes and other
SOLAS compliant safety gears. 

13
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Mooring System
t Mooring Winches

4 x 77 MT double drum diesel AMHOIST winchs

t Wire Size

1.5” (38 mm), 1,294 m

t Anchors

8 x 8 T Flipper Delta anchors

Crane
t Lifting capacity

208 T SWL at 5 m operating radius

Pipe Fabrication, Storage and Handling

Pipe storage area
t Storage space for 3 days’ pipes load

Pipe handling System
t Pipe dia minimum to maximum

4” - 36”

t Longitudinal conveyors

with 7 sets of rollers

t Transverse chain conveyors

2 units

t Line-up Modules

2 units

t Firing line

7 sets of support rollers

Coating
t CTE, CWC, PP joints with polyurethane system
Pipe laying equipment

A & R system
t A & R winch with vertical and horizontal sheaves
t Model

REMACUT

t Maximum continuous pull

60 T

t Maximum speed

20 m/min

Pipe Tensioner
t Tensioner consisting of two tracks, each driven by electric motor
t Model

REMACUT HPT60-30-2EG-PN

t Maximum continuous pull

60 T

t Maximum holding capacity

78 T

t Maximum speed (laying & recovery)

30 m/min

Stinger System
t One stinger, A-frame, stinger winch and associated sheaves/rigging
t Total length

42 m with 5 sets of adjustable rollers

t Stinger winch

Plimsoll make, 45 T pull

Pipeline Recovery Equipment
t An electro hydraulic driven pipe davit system of four davits located on the port side of the barge
t The davit winches have a capacity of 32 T each

15
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Madhwa
Accommodation cum work crane barge

Madhwa is a specialist at subsea
work including ﬂexible pipelaying,

Built under the Supervision of American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
t Place of Built

Batam, Indonesia

risers, top sides, hook ups, tie-ins

t Year of Built

2007

subsea spools, clamps and free

Speciﬁcations

span corrections.

t Length

107 m

t Breadth

34.16 m

t Depth

6.71 m

t Fuel oil tank capacity

1,518 m3

107 m long, Madhwa can accommo-

t Ballast tank capacity

10,882 m3

date as many as 202 people. It has

t Fresh water tank capacity

1578 m3

facilities for mess and for recreation.

t Deck loading capacity

12.5 T/m2

The Deck

The top of the accommodation block
has a helideck suitable for S 6I N
helicopters. The deck has an eight

Mooring
t 8 point mooring

Winch capacity 8 x 90 T

t Anchors

8 x 8 T Delta ﬂips anchors with
1.3 km anchor wires

point mooring system, a Dawson
HPH - 9,000 and back-up hammer
IHC S - 280 for driving conductors
and PLEM/SBM piles and a 784 T
Gotwald pedestal mounted crane.
Six davits of 50 T capacity each are
provided on the deck.
Navigation and communication
systems include a GPS, Radar,
echo sounder, fathometer, Navtex
receiver, SSAS, rack console,
four sets of VHF, EPIRB and
anemometer, among others.

Ganpati
Push Pull Barge
Ganapati, Punj Lloyd’s smallest barge
is a Push Pull Barge, built in 1997
at Batam, Indonesia. It is capable of
laying pipes in shallow waters and
inter tidal areas. 
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Madhwa is a specialist at subsea work
including ﬂexible pipelaying, risers, top
sides, hook ups, tie-ins subsea spools,
clamps and free span corrections

17
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Hydrogen and Hydrocracker Unit
Haldia Reﬁnery, India
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P Vasudevan
Vice President - EPC

P K Khare
Vice President - EPC

is proud to be a part of the elite
league of contractors who have
the capability to execute large
and complex EPC projects. With
its reputation for successfully

It was a momentous day in the

executing complex projects within

history of Punj Lloyd when Indian

the scheduled time duration, Punj

Oil Corporation Ltd awarded

Lloyd has achieved its highest ever

the Hydrogen and Hydrocracker

safety record of 12.9 million man-

units for its reﬁnery at Haldia,

hours without Lost Time Injury.

West Bengal, giving Punj Lloyd its

The contract comprised a

largest ever EPC contract in the

Hydrocracker Unit of 1.7 MMTPA

process industry in India.

capacity and a Hydrogen Generation

Today as the project has
been commissioned, Punj Lloyd

19

Unit of 70,000 TPA capacity. A
Hydrocracker Unit, with pressures
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Execution
The EPC contract of process plants
require detailed engineering to meet
the licensor’s speciﬁcations. To

Lifting very heavy
and huge equipment
was a daunting
task, which was
successfully achieved
with careful planning
and safety measures

and temperature ranging upto 180

execute a project of this magnitude

bar and 300 - 350° C respectively,

28,000 engineering documents were

maximises LPG and diesel

developed and approved by the

production along with diesel quality

clients and their consultants.

upgradation, in order to meet the
stringent Euro IV emission norms.

unit requires special high pressure

The contract was awarded on single

equipment and piping material,

point responsibility basis to an Indian

which is globally available with a few

company for the ﬁrst time in India.

vendors, and hence timely supply

Punj Lloyd has a rich and

of this equipment was an extremely

diverse experience in the process

challenging task. Owing to the

plant business. It has successfully

agility and planning of our team,

executed process units, from crude

quick orders for critical items like

distillation units, hydrocracker,

high pressure columns, separators

visbreaker to motor spirit upgradation

and exchangers were issued on

and sulphur recovery blocks.

the very day the contract was

The EPC contract, for both

awarded. This quick action helped

the units involved residual process

in the timely delivery of equipment

design, detailed engineering,

and material. Other equipment and

procurement, fabrication, inspection,

material were ordered within two-four

expediting, installation and

months of the award of contract.

construction work, followed by
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The execution of a Hydrocracker

To enable transportation of heavy

commissioning and performance

equipment from various vendors, a

guarantee test run till the ﬁnal

combination of land and sea routes

hand-over of the unit to client.

were used. Special trailers were

20

To execute a project of this magnitude,
28,000 engineering documents
were developed

21
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The construction consisted of 5,500 RCC piles, 40,000 m3 of concrete,
8,000 MT of steel structure erection, 170 km of piping erection involving
500,000 inch dia welding, 1,500 km of cabling and erection of
370 mechanical equipment weighing 7,500 MT

deployed for the transportation of
these items and the supply chain was
controlled by vigorous expediting of
vendors. In spite of the large range of
equipment, piping material, electrical
and instrumentation bulk items
delivered across various locations,
constant monitoring ensured
their availability in accordance
with the project requirements.
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12.9 million safe man hours have been completed
without Lost Time Injury

a daunting task, which was

heavy equipment inside the operating

RCC piles, 40,000 m3 of concrete,

successfully achieved with careful

reﬁnery. Safety permits had to be

8,000 MT of steel structure erection,

planning and safety measures.

sought before initiating work.

The construction involved 5,500

170 km of piping erection involving

The control room, 72 x 34 m

Stringent HSE and QA/QC practices

500,000 inch dia welding, 1,500

and electric sub station, 95 x 38.8

were followed at site to avoid any

km of cabling and erection of 370

m were constructed to support the

hazards during execution and to

mechanical equipment, weighing

system. Specially trained welders and

ensure the highest quality standards.

7500 MT. Three ﬁred heaters were

workers from our Craftsmen Training

Tight project schedules required

fabricated and installed at the site.

Institutes all over India were able to

meticulous planning. Tool Box Talks

Cranes, with a capacity of

successfully complete the project.

were conducted daily to ensure
the workers were aware of the

1,200 MT, 600 MT, & 300 MT
and seven other cranes of 75

Challenges

importance of safety in their day-

MT each were mobilised to erect

The project involved working inside

to-day execution. Several reward

all the tall and heavy equipment.

an operating reﬁnery with acute

programs to appreciate their efforts

The tallest equipment was 53

lack of operational space. The most

were constituted to imbibe the

m and the heaviest equipment

challenging part of execution was to

spirit of safety in the workers and to

weighed 560 MT. Lifting very

accommodate and erect huge and

encourage others to follow the same.

heavy and huge equipment was

The Haldia project gave Punj
Lloyd another milestone to be
proud of. 12.9 million safe manhours without any Lost Time Injury
is the highest ever record created
by any project in the history of
Punj Lloyd. This paves a path for
many more such accolades.
The Hydrocracker project was
commissioned in record time, beating
the previous best in India by to be.
Through the application of
diverse cutting edge technologies
and in-house engineering skills,
we have established ourselves as
the foremost EPC contractor for
process plants. With our expertise
and high standard of safety, we
offer our clients safe and timely
completion of turnkey projects. 

25
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Absolute Power
Subhash Mittal
Advisor – Nuclear Power

agreement, to explore and identify
nuclear fuel designs in India,
Southeast Asia and other territories;

Among the diverse portfolio of

to expand consulting activities for

business services Punj Lloyd

the development of nuclear power

has to offer, its execution of a

generation regionally and worldwide.

varied range of power projects
from nuclear plants, diesel power

Showcase

plants, cogeneration, gas turbine,

An international audience, the

simple and combined cycle

who’s who of the power industry

plants to conventional fossil-ﬁred

and knowledge sharing at its best.

thermal plants, has established

EIConnect, an international event

itself as an undisputed EPC

organised by EIC, UK in association

provider for the complete civil

with UK Trade & Investment on 4th

construction and balance of

and 5th November, 2009 at the

power plant packages - both

Manchester International Convention

thermal and nuclear.

Centre, saw Punj Lloyd at centre

Tailoring delivery to meet speciﬁc
needs of plant owners and operators
in the power sector, Punj Lloyd can

from all over the world.
The event had Subhash Mittal,

manage complex civil construction

Advisor - Nuclear Power, N Kannan,

and develop optimum design for

President - Power, Punj Lloyd, and

auxiliary packages like coal and ash

Darren Walsh, Vice President, Legal

handling, HVAC, water systems,

& Commercial, Simon Carves, UK

ﬁre ﬁghting systems, electrical

share their experiences and Punj

and C&I for various packages

Lloyd’s expertise with the power

for nuclear power projects. Punj

fraternity, as speakers at the forum.

Lloyd offers its clients extremely

From one-on-ones, to speakers,

competitive commercial solutions

presentations to a technical

that are technologically advanced.

exhibition, EIConnect brought

Punj Lloyd was the ﬁrst
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stage amongst the power industry

global operators, contractors

Indian company to partner with

and vendors under one roof to

an American nuclear company

share and explore wider energy

- Thorium Power, after the 123

supply chain opportunities.

26
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The only Indian company at the

2

In another conference organised

President, Indian Nuclear Society.

international event, Punj Lloyd Group

by the Department of Atomic Energy

Pranab Mukherjee also released

met with 25 global companies like

(DAE) on ‘Peaceful Uses of Atomic

Bhabha Centenary Commemorative

Tyco Fire, Integrated Solutions (UK)

Energy’, Punj Lloyd participated

Coins on this occasion.

Ltd, Emerson Process Management

at the technical exhibition from

Ltd, Teddington Engineered

September 29 to October 1,

EPC capabilities in the areas

Solutions Ltd, Darchem Engineering

2009. Organised on the occasion

of engineering, design and

Ltd, Legrand Electric Ltd, Black

of the birth centenary of Dr Homi

construction of nuclear power

& Veatch, BOC, Lloyd’s Register

Jehangir Bhabha, the founder

plants at the technical exhibition.

EMEA, Tenaris Global services (UK)

father of the Indian Atomic Energy

Representatives of major nuclear

Ltd, Flexitallic Ltd, Schulte Energy

Programme, DAE in collaboration

companies, experts in nuclear

Services (UK) Ltd, among others.

with IAEA and the Indian Nuclear

science and technology as well as

Very informative and productive, the

Society, the conference aimed at

policy makers also participated in

meetings presented a platform for

developing a future road map for

the conference and visited the Punj

Punj Lloyd to discuss core issues

the growth of nuclear energy and

Lloyd stall. The impressive display of

like engineering, construction,

its peaceful applications in India.

large sized panels showcased the

consultancy, with equipment,

The conference was inaugurated

Punj Lloyd showcased its

company’s proﬁle, core business,

manufacturers & suppliers, logistics,

by Prime Minister, Dr Manmohan

global presence, safety & quality

sourcing and procurement for the

Singh, and the inaugural session was

practices, prestigious clients and

construction of Nuclear & Thermal

addressed by Pranab Mukherjee,

project experience in the areas

Power Plants, which will add to Punj

Finance Minister, Dr Mohammed

of nuclear & thermal power. 

Lloyd’s portfolio in Power for future

Elbaradei, Director General, IAEA

projects in India and overseas.

and Professor P Rama Rao,

Thermal Power
t Combined Cycle Power Plant
5PSJTINB )POH,POH -UEt$BNBV 7JFUOBN
t Cogeneration Plant
"MTUPN&OFSHZ4FSWJDFT"TJB1UF-UEt4JOHBQPSF
t Manjung Coal-Fired Power Plant
5IF"MTUPN&YQPSU4EO#IE5/#+BOBNBKVOH4EO#IE1FSBLt.BMBZTJB
t Pulau Seraya Power Station
1VCMJD6UJMJUJFT#PBSEt4JOHBQPSF
t Diesel Power Plant
7JFUOBN4JOHBQPSF*OEVTUSJBM1BSL1PXFS1UF-UEt7JFUOBN
t 2 x 250 MW Chhabra Thermal Power Project Chhabra, Rajasthan
Type Coal ﬁred | Client Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Ltd
t%FTJHO &OHJOFFSJOH 1SPDVSFNFOUBOE$POTUSVDUJPOPGBMM#BMBODFPG1MBOU4ZTUFNTBOEFOUJSF$JWJM8PSL
t 4 x 250 MW Jindal Thermal Power Project Raigarh, Chhattisgarh
Type Coal ﬁred | Client Jindal Steel and Power Ltd
t1SPDVSFNFOUBOE$POTUSVDUJPOPG.BJO1MBOU$JWJMBOE4USVDUVSBM8PSL
t&OHJOFFSJOH 1SPDVSFNFOUBOE$POTUSVDUJPOPG$PPMJOH8BUFS4ZTUFN
t 2 x 270 MW Govindwal Sahib Thermal Power Project Govindwal, Punjab
Type Coal ﬁred | Client GVK Power and Infrastructure Ltd
t%FTJHO &OHJOFFSJOH 1SPDVSFNFOUBOE$POTUSVDUJPOPGBMM#BMBODFPG1MBOU4ZTUFNTBOEFOUJSF$JWJM8PSL
t 2 x 350 MW Thermal Power Project Orissa
Client Ind-Barath Energy (Utkal) Ltd
Partial Balance of Plant, mechanical, electrical and C&I, along with civil & structural work
t 800 MW Paka Combined Cycle Power Plant Malaysia
Type Gas ﬁred | Clients Siemens GmbH, Deutsche Babcock, Siemens AG
t4VQQMZBOE&SFDUJPOPG'PVS51)8BTUF)FBU#PJMFSTJODMVEJOHBMM4USVDUVSBM8PSL
t&OHJOFFSJOH 1SPDVSFNFOUBOE$POTUSVDUJPOPGBTTPDJBUFE#BMBODFPG1MBOU4ZTUFNT
t 815 MW Cogeneration Power Plant Singapore
Type Gas based | Client Alstom Energy Services Asia Pte Ltd
t4VQQMZ &SFDUJPO 5FTUJOHBOE$PNNJTTJPOJOHPG(&'SBNF(BT5VSCJOFT )FBU3FDPWFSZ4UFBN
Generators and Steam Turbine
t 2 x 750 MW Combined Cycle Power Plant Camau, Vietnam
Type Gas based | Client Torishima Ltd, Hong Kong
t&OHJOFFSJOH 1SPDVSFNFOUBOE$POTUSVDUJPOPGFOUJSF#BMBODFPG1MBOU4ZTUFNT
t 740 MW Dabhol Gas Power Plant Ratnagiri, Maharashtra
Type Gas based | Client Dabhol Power Corporation
t$POTUSVDUJPOPG-/(4UPSBHF5BOLT $SZPHFOJD1JQJOH "TTPDJBUFE"VYJMJBSJFT "TTFU.BOBHFNFOU
t3FOPWBUJPOBOE3FTUPSBUJPO8PSLGPS1PXFS#MPDL
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Experience in Nuclear Power

Nuclear Power Capabilities

Punj Lloyd Ltd, India

Engineering Procurement & Construction (EPC)

Rajasthan Atomic Power Station - Unit 3 & 4 (2 x 220 MWe)
Client Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd
t 4VQQMZ 'BCSJDBUJPO &SFDUJPOPG1JQJOH &RVJQNFOUJODMVEJOH
erection of owner supplied equipment / instruments for Active
Process Water and Active Process Cooling Water System
t 4VQQMZ 'BCSJDBUJPO &SFDUJPO 5FTUJOH"TTJTUBODFEVSJOH
Commissioning of Indoor Piping, Tanks, Air Receivers, related
civil and structural work
Simon Carves Ltd, UK
t 0WFSNJMMJPONBOIPVSTJOTVQQPSUPG6,OVDMFBSTFDUPS
t &YQFSUJTFJO'&&% %FUBJMFE&OHJOFFSJOH &1$BOE
Commissioning
t 'JSTUJOWPMWFEXJUI(FOFSBM&MFDUSJD$PNQBOZOVDMFBSQPXFS
program in the Design & Construction of ‘Magnox’ Power
Reactor Stations
t0WFSZFBSTFYQFSJFODFJOUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGOVDMFBSQPXFS
facilities
New Fuel Oxide Plant
Client BNFL, UK
t)&9$POWFSTJPO
t'VFM&MFNFOU1SPEVDUJPO
Scope Engineering, Procurement & Construction

t Conceptual and feasibility studies
t Front end deﬁnition and design
t Engineering design and speciﬁcation of process plant and
equipment
t Civil and structural engineering design and evaluation
t Stress and shielding analysis
t Data capture and 3D modelling from drawings, survey and
record collection
t Cost estimating and planning
t Procurement, inspection and progress
t Quality assurance
t Construction of civil, mechanical, and piping systems
t Electrical systems
t Control and instrumentation
t Testing and commissioning
t Nuclear fuel cycle - production and reprocessing
t Nuclear waste management - treatment and disposal
t Refurbishment and decommissioning post operation

Manufacturing
t Developing manufacturing facilities for static equipment at
Pipavav Shipyard workshops in Gujarat. Punj Lloyd is a copromoter of Pipavav Shipyard Ltd.

Fuel Design & Consultancy
Vitriﬁcation Plant
Client BNFL, UK
t'JSTU7JUSJmDBUJPOQMBOUCVJMUJO6,
t*OWPMWFEJODPNNJTTJPOJOHPG871
Scope Engineering, Procurement & Construction
Refurbishment South Dissolver Cell
Client BNFL, UK
t*ODFMMTVSWFZTQIPUPHSBNNFUSZ
t*OFYDFTTPG NTUBJOMFTTTUFFMQJQF
t'JSTUNBKPSEFDPNNJTTJPOJOHBOESFGVSCJTINFOUPG
its type in the world
Scope Engineering, Procurement & Construction*

t Thorium Fuel Designs
t Consultancy Services

Operation & Maintenance (O & M)
t Operation/Maintenance of nuclear facilities
t Asset Preservation & Maintenance

* Excluding civil work
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Punj Lloyd and PSA bring
the Biggest International
Squash Event to India
The Punj Lloyd Group, jointly

the top players of the world based

with The Professional Squash

on their ranking points qualify for the

Association (PSA) announced the

season ending Masters Event. In

premier global Squash event in

this case the Top 32 squash players

December 2009. For the ﬁrst time

in the world, including the hugely

ever, the cream of the world’s

popular Egyptian duo – Ramy Ashour

ﬁnest squash players came to

and Amr Shabana made up the ﬁeld.

Mumbai to play the tournament.

Top 32 squash
players in the
world, including
the hugely popular
Egyptian duo –
Ramy Ashour and
Amr Shabana
made up the field

Setting the ﬂavor of the

December 5 - 10, saw people

tournament in Mumbai, Punj Lloyd

from all walks of life come together at

organised an internal event for its

the lawns of one of Mumbai’s historic

employees, where they interacted

sporting institutions, the 134 year old

with Ritwik Bhattacharya, ﬁve times

Bombay Gymkhana to watch Punj

National Squash Champion, India’s

Lloyd PSA Masters 2009, the newly

No 1, Saurav Ghosal and Dipika

incepted Super Series PSA Platinum

Pallikal, both Punj Lloyd sponsored

Event with a prize pool of $150,000.

players, all under one roof - the

The format has similarities with
the Grand Slam Cup in tennis, where

Group’s corporate headquarters
at Gurgaon. Besides presenting
an opportunity for everyone to
get autographs, click pictures
and interact with the players, a
fun game kept the employees
occupied. Saurav and Dipika
announced the lucky winners of
an internal squash quiz held for
the employees. The lucky draw
winners were ﬂown to Mumbai to
watch the tournament LIVE!!!!
Punj Lloyd PSA Masters was
iconic as it was played in an All
Glass Court, also referred to as The
Thunderdome, which signiﬁcantly
enhanced the spectator experience,
enabling squash and sports lovers
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in Mumbai and the rest of the

action included Gregory Gaultier from

country access to a bonanza of

France, Amr Shabana, nicknamed

world class competition over six

The Prince of Egypt, David Palmer

days. School and college children

from Australia, among others.

were allowed easy access in an

After the inauguration by the

effort to take the sport to a large

Navy band, the games took off

section of the younger population.

with the excited crowd cheering

Some of the formidable players in

31

the players. For Punj Lloyd, the
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ﬁrst day was a double treat as not

during the short breaks entertaining

only did Punj Lloyd sponsored

the audience with exceptional dance

Saurav Ghosal, India’s top squash

performances. Overall one could

Punj for bringing squash to India

player, beat Australian World No

feel electric energy in the air.

after 12 years, Mr Punj mentioned

17 Cameron Pilley but the crowd
went berserk cheering him.

The ﬁve-day affair rounded

Ziad Al Turki, Chairman-PSA.
While Ziad Al Turki thanked Atul

that he was delighted to support

up with the ﬁnals between

the game and hoped to see

Ramy Ashour of Egypt and Nick

better squash in years to come.

the air was palpable. Squash fans

Matthew of England. The match

PSA’s largest tournament to

enjoyed every bit of the game. It

lasted 79 minutes. Ramy Ashour

India, Punj Lloyd PSA Masters 2009

was thrilling to watch the fastest and

won the match by 3-1 {11-06,

in Mumbai is a unique example of

the ﬁttest on the ﬂoor. It was also a

09-11, 11-09, and 11-09}.

the partnership of a corporate and

With each day, the tension in

great moment for the juniors in the

The evening drew to a close

country to see their heroes up so

with the trophy presentation by

close. The kids grabbed the ﬂoor

Rear Admiral V Pattanaik and

the Professional Squash Association
(PSA) to promote squash in India. 

Squash fans enjoyed every bit of the game. It was thrilling to watch
the fastest and the fittest on the floor
Update > August-December 2009
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1) Exhibition Match in the Glass Court 2) Chanda Kochhar, MD, ICICI with husband Deepak
Kochhar and Saba Ali 3) Leander Paes enjoying the match 4) March Past
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Making of
Sabah-Sarawak Gas Pipeline
The Longest Pipeline in Malaysia
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The region has a challenging terrain throughout, being mountainous
with rocks and swampy stretches along the pipeline route

Praveen K Chand
Vice President

Petronas initiated the Sabah

of Malaysia. The gas from SOGT

from Kimanis, Sabah to Bintulu,

will be transported to Bintulu

Sarawak, complete with cathodic

and will be processed into

protection, a compressor station at

LNG at the PLNG complex.

Bintulu, metering stations at Kimanis
& Bintulu, intermediate scrapper

Sarawak integrated Oil and Gas
Project comprising two onshore

Scope of Work

stations at Lawas, Long Lama and

projects – the Sabah Oil and Gas

The scope of work in the Sabah

a compressor station and launcher

terminal (SOGT) at Kimanis and

Sarawak gas pipeline includes

station at Kimanis, receiver station

the Sabah Sarawak Gas Pipeline

Engineering, Procurement,

at Bintulu, 22 block valve stations

Project (SSGP) on Borneo island

Construction and Commissioning

and six future tap off points along

to tap the natural gas from the

of the 512 km 36” dia Gas Pipeline

the pipeline. The scope also includes

rich reserves of the Malaysian

SCADA, telecommunication, leak

ﬁelds in the South China Sea.

detection, ﬁre & gas system and a

This will improve the economy

gas management system.

Topography
The region has a challenging terrain
throughout, being mountainous with
rocks and swampy stretches along
the pipeline route.
Most of the vegetation consists
of dense rainforests and oil palms.

Crossings
There are numerous river crossings,
of which three are major rivers over
100 m wide, six of the rivers are 50
- 100 m wide and 305 rivers are less
than 50 m wide. The total number
of river and stream crossings are
more than 1,800. There are two
railway crossings, 27 major road
crossings, 88 minor road crossings
and 14 HDD crossings. There is a
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possibility of sink holes occurring along
the route near Batang Baram, owing to
the caustic limestone in that area. Soft
sedimentary ﬁll that causes settlement
under loading is also a possibility.

Weather
Rain is a constant phenomenon
in Sabah and Sarawak regions
throughout the year. In the high altitude
mountainous areas, it rains almost
every day. In Sabah, the highest rainfall
recorded is 717 mm (June to mid of
January) and in Sarawak 1,280 mm
(September to March).

Stringent regulatory approvals
Under Malaysian Law, the Sabah
Sarawak gas pipeline project requires
implementation of stringent regulations
imposed by the Department of Safety
and Health (DOSH), Department of
Environment (DOE) and Department
of Irrigation of Malaysia.
For the river crossings in Sarawak,

Update > August-December 2009
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approval from the Sarawak

mobilised for the installation of the

River Board was mandatory,

pipeline on the steep slopes.

for which Marine Trafﬁc Risk

As most of the ROW was in

Assessment had to be carried out

hilly, rocky, swampy, dense forest

for all the rivers in the region.

areas, where approach roads were
nonexistent, Punj Lloyd had to

Health, Safety & Environment

construct and/or maintain more than

Punj Lloyd focuses on Health, Safety

200 km of inaccessible ROW; build

& Environment which is reﬂected

approach roads and bridges; develop

in ﬁve million man-hours achieved

and maintain the logging roads.

without lost time injuries on the

For the transportation of the pipes

project so far.

and bends, hauling and stringing
in 35 km long stretch in Limbang,

Challenges in execution
Laying pipelines on hilly and

air crane helicopters will be used.
The hilly palm oil plantations

mountainous terrain involves

crisscrossed by several small

deployment of heavy earth-moving

roads, tracks and streams at short

and pipeline equipment. Punj

intervals, have increased the number

Lloyd has mobilised specialised

of crossings and tie-in joints. The

equipment, trailers and sledges for

undulating terrain calls for a huge

pipe transportation, stringing and

number of ﬁeld bends, estimated

welding in the ROW. Heavy duty

at 22,000, which are almost 50

winches, walking spider excavators

per cent of the total number of

and a ropeway crane system will be

pipes. The transportation up the
slopes, of manpower, material and
equipment is a major challenge.
Communication is another
challenge. In certain mountainous
areas, communication by satellite
phones is also not possible and
radio signals do not work.
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Punj Lloyd mobilised specialised trailers, sledges and air crane
helicopters for pipe transportation. Heavy duty winches and a cable
crane system will install the pipeline on steep slopes.
A unique execution plan was

the pipeline route, 18 km is in

formulated to take into account the

swamp, with a single push pull of

varied terrain and inclement weather.

4 km

t A conﬁguration of work in four
independent spreads
t Establishment of two camps per
spread i.e. a total of eight camps
t Increase in the number of mini

t Conventional crossing methods
open cut crossings, thrust boring
and HDD methods to be adopted
ed
The most challenging feat is
to lay the pipeline with extreme

crew in tough and undulating

sensitivity, without disturbing the

terrain, to ensure the required

tribals who inhabit 120 km of ROW,
W,

productivity is achieved

live a semi-nomadic life and hunt

t Air crane helicopters for airlifting

Tribes of Malaysian
Borneo
Sarawak

Sabah

Penan

Bisaya

Kelabit

Kadazan

Kayan

Murut

Iban
Lun Baweng

with blow pipes. To communicate

and transporting pipes in

with the tribals, the project team

inaccessible areas, pipe shifting

employed locals from tribal areas

by dozers and excavators with

nearby, to interact and have regularr

sledges. Heavy duty winches

dialogue with the tribal leaders.

and a cable crane system for

Cultural programmes are held with

schooling,
schooling daily health clinics

installation of the pipeline on

the tribals for better integration and

established at various site camps

steep slopes

understanding. Under the Corporate

along the entire pipeline route.

t Construction and maintenance of

Social Responsibility programme

approach roads, bridges, culverts

of Punj Lloyd and in keeping with

– Sarawak gas pipeline is a real

and logging roads

the guidelines of Petronas, the

challenge taken up by Punj Lloyd and

tribes beneﬁted in terms of the

the team is committed to complete it

development of local infrastructure,

on time, to the client’s satisfaction. 

t Push pull method in swampy
areas. Of the initial 25 km of
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The construction of the Sabah
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Punj Lloyd Ltd
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Punj Lloyd Ltd
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Punj Lloyd Ltd
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T +60 3 7955 5293
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Punj Lloyd Ltd
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T +968 24 490 967
F +968 24 490 869
pllme@punjlloyd.com

Punj Lloyd Group JV
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123 Vibhavadi, Rangsit Road
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T +66 2 617 6755
F +66 2 617 6756
asiapaciﬁc@punjlloyd.com
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